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Abstract. This paper addresses the practical problems involved in the process of knowledge 
extraction and consistency checking system for scientific research texts. Based on the theoretical 
research on knowledge extraction and reasoning for scientific research texts, this paper presents a 
design of knowledge extraction and consistency checking system. This system can perform the 
knowledge extraction of scientific research text and represent the four tuple form of ontology 
instance. It can run the consistency checking of the corresponding knowledge in any two texts as 
well. 

Introduction 
In most of the specific areas of knowledge of the scientific research, each subject in scientific 

research is a specific description of a particular field of knowledge [1]. The relationship between 
subjects reflects the relationship between knowledge in the field. The organization of these 
knowledge together constitute the complete domain knowledge system structure [2, 3]. In the real 
work, we often need to check the consistency of the content of the whole or that of different texts to 
ensure that there will not be conflicting ideas. A complete and consistent knowledge system is a 
collection of efficient and useful knowledge. If knowledge set contains the problems of the content 
inconsistency, it must negatively affect the related field work, which could lead to errors and even 
influence knowledge expansion and derivation [4]. In the past, the checking of the text is realized 
by the way of manual comparison, which is of low efficiency, long time and high cost. Later, the 
checking work of knowledge is improved by using the knowledge extraction and comparison of the 
text based on the key words [5]. However, the relationship between knowledge could be not simply 
revealed by the key words matching on vocabulary level. For example, when the description of 
equipment index one: “maximum detection distance is greater than 100 km” is compared with that 
of  index two: “maximum detection range is 130 km”, the index two description expression 
semantics qualifies the logical constraints in the semantic description of index one, which results in 
content consistency without any contradiction. However, if we only use the keyword matching 
method, it is easy to draw the conclusion that the two descriptions are inconsistent. Thus it can be 
seen that the potential relationship of knowledge in terms of classification and the inherent 
correlation between knowledge based on first-order logic are not well utilized [6]. Therefore, the 
efficiency of knowledge checking needs to be improved [7]. 

Based on the research on the theory of knowledge extraction and reasoning, this paper designs a 
knowledge extraction and consistency checking system. According to the system, it can realize the 
knowledge extraction of scientific research text and the represent the four tuple form of ontology 
instance. It can also realize the consistency checking of the corresponding knowledge in any two 
texts.  

System description 
Procedures in the operation of the system: 
1. The system is able to import the domain ontology library, which is constructed by hand, to 

realize the knowledge extraction and materializing of ontology instance of the scientific research 
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text through the support of the domain ontology. 
2. IRLAS system will be used to pre-process the generated XML intermediate text as an 

application object. The design of the interface between the two intermediate text objects will select 
one as the main text and the other as a text from the text. 

Although there is no difference in methods and goals between knowledge extraction and 
structuralization of knowledge, we should target the main text examples of the four tuples as the 
main object of verification in the knowledge consistency check. Because the different positions of 
the logical inference rule base in the implementation of the corresponding rule reasoning will 
produce different results. If the comparison of the main text with the text qualifies this rule, then 
consistency checking is completed. But once the two positions were reversed, it obviously does not 
meet the rule. Then the result is quite the opposite. 

3. This system has designed the semantic element sequence model element in the field of 
equipment index and concept mapping table of the domain ontology. The semantic sequence model, 
element sequence model matching algorithm comprise the basis of the text knowledge extraction 
and representation. Through the combination of ontology technology, the system can successfully 
extract and represent the knowledge from the text. 

4. This system contains the functions of consistency checking to the main text and sub-text. 
Through the example based on the logical rules of the reasoning mechanism, it could successfully 
implement the checking of the knowledge of scientific research. 

Knowledge extraction function design 
The realization of the function of knowledge extraction, the system design process is as follows: 
1. Select the pre-processed text of IRLAS system as the initial object. 
2. By boundary symbol library, the lexical sequences are divided into boundary and the lexical 

sequences are categorized in terms of vocabulary level in the text. 
3. Select semantic content through synonyms thesaurus. 
4. Filtering semantics by part of speech filter and ontology concept library. 
5. Through the construction of semantic sequence model base, we divide it into three element 

sequence boundary by finite state machine algorithm and then make the three element sequences as 
the partition boundary of sequence. Semantic database of the three element sequences boundary are 
used as the basis of the judgment of semantic boundary in accordance with the order of boundary 
division. 

6. Based on the concept of knowledge and the extraction of association relation, the concept of 
matching in ontology library is used to search for the concept of matching. 

7. Through the examples of the four tuples represent knowledge from semantic sequence 
extracted instantiated, we respectively put three sequences extracted knowledge into corresponding 
elements in. The position of these elements in also reflects the non-taxonomic relationships in 
knowledge. 

The flow chart of extraction function design is shown in Figure 1. 
S0 state: pre-processed XML text. 
S1 state: the text is divided into the sequence of lexical sequences. 
S2 state: get the initial semantic sequence of lexical semantics in the synonym mode. 
S3 state: through the filter to get the semantic sequence. 
S4 state: the meta sequence is obtained by the semantic sequence model. 
S5 state: the ontology concept is based on the meta-sequence specific domain model. 
S6 state: using the four tuple structure instance set to realize the structured representation of 

knowledge. 

Knowledge consistency checking function design 
In order to realize the knowledge consistency checking function, the system constructs the logic 

rules algorithm library, logic rules interface library. A reasoning process of access object inference 
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and reasoning process of reasoning objects were given to the various elements of the four tuple 
structure of case knowledge according to their positions. 
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Fig.1. Flow of the function of Knowledge extracting 
The main procedures of knowledge consistency checking are as follows: 
1. Choose the main text and examples from the text, these examples have been achieved OWL 

format storage. 
2. Based on the location of the instance in the four tuple structure, the inference object is 

extracted. 
3. The selection of the access inference rule, based on the reasoning object in the logical rules of 

the interface library to obtain the rules of the portal address, in the logical rules algorithm library to 
get the rules algorithm. 

4. Access inference. 
5. Reasoning objects in the reasoning process based on the location of the instances in the four 

tuple structure. 
6. The inference rule is selected, and the logical rule algorithm is obtained and the consistency 

check is obtained in the logical rule algorithm library according to the inference object in the logical 
rule interface database. 

7. Inference of participating objects based on logical rule algorithm. 
Figure 2 Knowledge reasoning flow chart: 
S0 state: an example of text owl format generated by API module. 
S1 status: Based on the four tuple structure the corresponding examples and examples of 

attributes will be access to reasoning objects. 
S2 state: access inference rules are obtained by the support of logical rule interface library. 
S3 state: access reasoning leads to the results of reasoning and true results continue to S4 state. 
S4 state: according to the four tuple structure, the corresponding instance and the instance 

attribute are used as the consistency reasoning object. 
S5 state: by the aid the logical rule interface library to obtain the consistency of the rules of 

inference. 
S6 state: the inference results obtained by consistent inference. 
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Fig.2. Knowledge reasoning flow chart l 
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Conclusion 
In most of the specific areas of knowledge of the scientific research, each subject in scientific 

research is a specific description of a particular field of knowledge. The relationship between 
subjects reflects the relationship between knowledge in the field. The organization of these 
knowledge together constitute the complete domain knowledge system structure. Thus it can be 
seen that the potential relationship of knowledge in terms of classification and the inherent 
correlation between knowledge based on first-order logic are not well utilized. Therefore, the 
efficiency of knowledge checking needs to be improved. This paper addresses the practical 
problems involved in the process of knowledge extraction and consistency checking system for 
scientific research texts. Based on the theoretical research on knowledge extraction and reasoning 
for scientific research texts, this paper presents a design of knowledge extraction and consistency 
checking system. This system can perform the knowledge extraction of scientific research text and 
represent the four tuple form of ontology instance. It can run the consistency checking of the 
corresponding knowledge in any two texts as well. 
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